HOW TO MAKE OTHER TYPES OF TIPPY TAPS

1 **Mineral water bottle**
   - Punch a few holes on the mineral water bottle lid and one on the bottle to allow in air.
   - Fix poles.
   - Hang bottle and washing soap on the fixed poles. Pour water in the bottle.
   - Tip the bottle facing down to allow water flow.

2 **Mineral water bottle**
   - Make a hole at bottom of the mineral water bottle.
   - Fix string for hanging at the neck of the bottle.
   - Hang bottle and washing soap on the fixed poles. Pour water in the bottle.
   - Loosen lid to allow water flow and tighten lid to stop water flow.

3 **Tin can**
   - Take an empty tin, turn over and make around 10 holes.
   - Hang soap and the tin on wooden poles.
   - Pour a cup of water in the tin.
   - Wash hands with flowing water from the tin.

4 **Hollow tube on: gourd or jerry can or mineral water bottle**
   - Make hole toward the bottom of the container.
   - Insert hollow tube (pen, straw, casing) in the hole.
   - Fix plug-in cover for the tube before you pour water in the container.
   - To start water flow, remove container lid. To stop water flow, put tight the container lid.

**Note:** The tippy tap can be hung on or tied to a tree, pole or shelf. Ensure that a soak pit is put in place for the different handwashing facilities.